CALL OF R EMEMBRANCE - I AM R EADY
From our Heart
Here you will find Corina White Feather's message as to why we put this sheet
together for you.
https://youtu.be/f_dNEkvjGhI
This video has been recorded in German. To receive the message in English or your
language, please do the following…
* On YouTube, when the Video is open go to the settings-wheel
* turn on ‚CC‘ - subtitles
* either your language is preset or you have to activate it - for this,
* click on automatic - maybe you have to go back and open the subtitles again
to then be able to activate ‚automatic translation‘
* choose your language
The translation is quite ok, not always accurate.
We are happy to offer a few supporting thoughts.

Food supplies
• Cookable grain (spelt, millet, barley), oat, rice. All, if possible, from local
cultivation.
• Whole grain pasta
• Vegetables and fruits from local farmers or your own garden (tomatoes, zucchini
and eggplant) that you preserve by making sauces, soups etc.
• Fennel is a vegetable that warms you from the inside. Fennel seeds (crushed) are
ideal for a warming tea.
• Apples, pears, potatoes can be stored very well.
• High-quality sweetener made out of fruits (e.g. pear) and is by far preferable to
sugar.
• It is advisable to have a few kilograms of honey at home (vitamins, minerals,
exquisite food, gold, the most sacred food in Ayurveda)
• Some treats to pamper your soul ~ SoulFood ;-)
• Nuts
• Baking soda can be used very well for cleaning, baking and cooking.
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• We will speak of algae in other occasions. For now, we recommend buying and
taking these products! This is a recurring call that we’ve received out of the
spiritual world and we finally found the right products for it: AFA-Algae from
Klamath Lake in Oregon (USA) and Brown Algae (Ascophyllum Nodosum, for
Europe we suggest to use the local one from Ireland). We recommend taking
both daily. It can also be less than recommended. The intention counts: «You Alge
support me. Thank you!" The algae, by the way, also speaks to us in the CardDeck
’Remembrance to the «i AM», which is almost ready in English. 😊
• The Swiss federal government recommends having 12 liters of water at home, per
person. Find out for yourself how much you would like to have around. Do you
have a well or spring nearby?
• Think of having some high-quality seeds at home. When ordering, make sure that
it is not a hybrid variety, because these plants do not produce seeds.
• Think of your loyal four-legged friends and other companions

Hardware
• Gas cooker, spare cartridges. If used sparingly, we recommend approx. 6-8 spare
cartridges.
• Baking alternative (e.g. Omina Oven).
• One way to cook efficiently and save energy is by using a haybox. If you google
'build your own haybox cooker', you will get a lot of inspiration on how you can
make a haybox yourself (e.g. wrap a pan with cloths, etc.)
• Natural based candles
• Next time you take a bath, leave the water in the tub to save it. So you can easily
flush the toilet, brush your teeth and gently clean your body.
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Finances
• After observing plants and animals and for what I feel inside, it is advisable to follow
nature to therefore make provisions for ourselves. Due to the constantly present inner
pressure, we went into a channeling. The above tips as well as some concrete hints
were also taken from it. In addition, quotes from other media, brokers and financial
experts are taken into account in the following recommendation. The
recommendation is to sell papers held in the stock exchange. What can be done with
money on bank accounts, may be requested by getting into personal contact with us.
Also feel into it for yourself to find out what feels right for you and your loved ones.

SoulFood
❤ Stay at home, especially important in cities and densely populated areas
💙 Breathe deeply and into your belly, again and again
🧡 Remain in your centre
💛 Remain calm and receive the change
💚 Remain calm and know, it is all part of the journey into a new world full of light
❣ Former «SoulFreeingSound» may be purchased for USD 8.-. If you’re interested,
we kindly ask you to contact us
💜 Would you like to think about what would be important for you personally in such
a situation?
🌀 Would you like to discuss with friends or family members on how you will deal
with each other in such a situation.
😇 In the channeling mentioned above, the very first thing we were shown was, that
we are accompanied by LightBeings and that they reach out for hands to be
taken. In the book «Hermine - receives global messages» there is a SoulFreeingArt,
which supports this statement. We are happy to make it available to
you here, in a small format.
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Important SoulFood
In the event of a total failure where communication is not possible through the
means currently used, White Feather will do the following
💛 Daily at 8 am, 12 noon as well as 9 pm White Feather takes herself back to make
space available to the channel to then pass on the information that has come in. If
you would like to, you may also sit down, meditate and receive.
🧡 ❣ Every Monday at 9 pm we continue our SoulFreeingHealth. In this powerful
group of meditators, we continue to come together on a mental path to bundle
and pass on strength, calm, stability and light.
If you wish, you are welcome to be there mentally at the given time. Anyone who
would like to join now is invited to do so. Information on this you may find here
https://callofremembrance.com/agenda_call-of-remembrance.html

My friend said
«Now I'm going to go clean the mailbox and stick the «Remembrance
Sign» on it!
I also clean the door and stick it there!
So - now I'm fully protected!»
She's had it on her windows for over two years already.
Stickers, the book etc. may be ordered here. The «Remembrance Sign» is available
for printing on the landing page.

We wish you a good time and thank you for that we can all be on this path
together. To lead the world into a new, beautiful environment with every single
impulse in togetherness.

From our ♡ we greet you ~ you wonderful and appreciated Being
with Love, Light & Gratitude
Corina White Feather ⨀ supported by auwaii and Mystica
callofremembrance.com
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